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Senior Engineer Factory Integration

Job description
Do you love to challenges? How about doing it in a multinational environment? Join our 
team at Factory Integration Engineer! We are looking for candidate that are able to help 
on planning, analysing, documenting and conceptualized multiple IT projects. Join us if 
you are up for the challenge!

In your new role you will: 

Handle documentation of business-requirements and execution of complex 
analysis for inhomogeneous, global user groups (Requirements Engineering)

Plan and schedule of releases in close alignment with our application teams, 
business units and external partners

Conduct analysis of malfunction and errors in existing applications and 
identification and remedy of problems using settled processes

Contribute to conceptual blueprints for complex, system spanning environments 
and IT architectures to support business processes

Perform Conceptual work for optimizing existing software for performance, 
stability and maintainability

Conduct analysis and prototyping of new technologies or tools and guidance for 
implementation

Define and introduce the standard monitoring and analysis tools for global 
systems and for operations of complex global systems

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

Bachelor Degree in Computer Science/ Information Technology

Experience in operational support and customer interaction

Experience with general processes and methods in IT

Ability to approach other people and able to create personal networks

Drive to continuously learn from peers and superiors and able to spread your 
own professional knowledge

Knowledge in software programming patterns, paradigms and development 
methodologies

Data base knowledge with Oracle, PL/SQL, MS-SQL

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

Infineon Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, with its 8.000 employees, is the largest 
manufacturing site of Infineon. The company has established itself as a leading 
manufacturing site for Power Semiconductors, Logic Semiconductors, Discrete and 
Sensor Products. We are committed to increasing productivity, on-time delivery and 
providing customized solutions while maintaining the highest level of product quality. 
The success of Infineon Melaka is evidenced by eleven National Awards received from 
the Prime Minister’s Office as well as 15 corporate awards.
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